Starships D6 / Theed Palace Space Ves
Name: Theed Palace Space Vessel Engineering Corps
Custom-Built J-type diplomatic barge
Scale: Starfighter
Length: 39 meters
Width: 91 meters
Height/depth: 6.8 meters
Cost: 2,000,000 Credits
Skill: Space Transports - J-type diplomatic barge
Crew: Crew (5) {Pilot (1), Co-pilot (1), Navigator (1),
Communications officer (1), Shield operator (1), Astromech droids (5)}; Skeleton 2/+8
Crew Skill: varies
Passengers: Diplomats (4), Guards (6)
Consumables: 1 Year
Cargo Capacity: 80 Tons
Hyperdrive Multiplier: X0.7
Hyperdrive Backup: X10
Nav Computer: Yes
Space: 5
Atmosphere: 650;2000kmh
Maneuverability: 1D+1
Hull: 4D+2
Shields: 2D (3D Backup shields)
Sensors:
Passive: 25/1D
Scan: 40/1D+2
Search: 55/2D+2
Focus: 3/3D+1
Equipment:
Sensor jamming system
Game Notes: A successful Sensors {Moderate} lowers all Sensors, and Fire Control used
against the ship by 1D. A successful Sensors {Very Difficult} lowers all Sensors, and Fire Control used
against the ship by 2D.
Complement:
Naboo N-1 Starfighters x 4
Weapons:
Description: The J-type diplomatic barge was a starship used by the royalty of Naboo for diplomatic

transport. Designed by the Theed Palace Space Vessel Engineering Corps, the craft succeeded the Jtype 327 Nubian royal starship as primary transport for Naboo's queen and royal entourage.
Characteristics
To remedy prior design flaws, the new vessel was fitted with improved deflector shield generators and
multiple backup S-6 hyperdrive generators, ensuring hyperspace ability and crew safety while retaining
the high speed and sleek aerodynamics that exemplified its predecessor. The vessel was also plated in
shimmering chromium, similar to other Naboo diplomatic ships.
In accordance with Naboo custom for diplomatic ships, the barge was unarmed, instead relying on its
high speed, powerful shields, and fighter escort to escape enemy fire. Because of the limited range of
most escort fighters, the barge was equipped with four under-wing recharge sockets for use by N-1
starfighters during long voyages.
Being a luxury vessel, the barge was equipped with many of the same amenities that marked other highlevel diplomatic ships: spacious crew stations, four large luxury chambers, and six cabins for guards.
History
The vessel was used to transport Senator PadmÃ© Amidala to Coruscant in 22 BBY on the day of the
vote of the Military Creation Act. On that gloomy day, the starship was destroyed seconds after landing
by Zam Wesell, a bounty hunter, in an attempt to assassinate the senator. Zam failed, because Senator
Amidala used a decoy on the barge to fool any potential assassins. The Senator survived the attempt,
having disguised herself as an escort fighter pilot, but her handmaiden CordÃ© perished in the blast.
After the destruction of her former diplomatic barge, Senator Amidala either had it restored or used an
entirely new J-type vessel for future diplomatic missions to Mandalore and Alderaan.
The ship also had parlor rooms, where there was one or more Dejarik boards.
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